
Miss Moore 5K 

 Spend at  least 15 minutes on each subject at least 

3 times a week  
                          ELA: Epic and summer reading 

                                    Math: Dreambox  

                                              Happy Numbers 

                               

Ms. Geddings’ 1st  grade class 

Spend at least 20 minutes week on each subject 
ELA:   Moby Max  

           Epic 

           Lalilo 

          ABCMouse 

 

Math:  Dreambox  

   Zearn 

         Moby Max 

    Prodigy 

      SumDog 

 

Ms. Williams 2nd Grade 

15 Minutes At Least 3 Times A Week 

 

ELA: Epic and Summer Reading 

 

Math: Dreambox and Prodigy 

 

 

 



Mrs. DeWitt’s 3rd grade class 

*15 minutes per day  

 
ELA- Exact Path or Epic 

Math- Dreambox or USA Test Prep 
 

Mrs. Rushing’s 4th  grade class 

Spend at least 20 minutes week on each app 

 
ELA:   Study Island ( app)  

USA test prep ( app)  

Epic.com ( read to self books)  

 

Math:  Dreambox ( app) 

Alek (app)  
 

Mrs. James-Wilson’s 5th Grade Class 
***Expectations are 20 minutes on each Math app*** 

● Math:  

○ Dreambox 

○ ALEKS 

● ELA:  

○ 30 minutes daily Epic reading OR 

○ 2 Chapter books with parent signature on each chapter 

summary 

 

 

Middle School Math Incentive 
  

Students are to do math on their IPADS during the summer. Students are to do the 

equivalent of 15 minutes a day for a total of 75 minutes a week. For each week the 

minutes are completed, the child’s name will go into a drawing at the beginning of the 



year. There is a total of six weeks that the child could get their name entered for the 

drawing. I am requesting that there be 3 drawings for middle school math. Each grade 

will have its own drawing for $100. I am hoping that Ms. Mason will provide the funds for 

this. Since the students have access to both ALEKS and Dreambox, they will be 

allowed to select the one of their choice for the 6 weeks based upon feedback I have 

received from students. Some like ALEKS and some like Dreambox. This will also 

support the theory that choice is important to middle school students.  

Should a student complete all of their ALEKS before the end of their 6 weeks, they can 

do Dreambox to finish out their weeks in order to get their name in the drawing for the 

entire time. The drawing will take place at Parent Orientation at the beginning of school. 

 

 

Middle school ELA expectations for Susan Owens 

 

 

6th grade- Readworks, Class Code 4RJV7E, password 1234. Thirty minutes a day. 

 

7th grade-Readworks, Class Code SNSWYR, password 1234. Thirty minutes a day. 

 

8th grade- Readworks, Class Code YHYVEK, password 1234. Thirty minutes a day. 

 

 

Incentives- Better Map scores and better SCReady scores and reward from Mrs. Mason and me 

for completed assignments!!! 

 

I will update assignments weekly!!! Enjoy your summer reading! 


